Case Study:

Improving FHLBI’s Loan Acquisition System
(LAS) for the Mortgage Purchase Program

About the Project:

FHLBI’s legacy Loan Acquisition System (LAS) application received
loan files from member banks in a proprietary format and the Bank
needed to significantly expand the number of data elements in the
file. CC Pace was engaged to modify the system to accept files in the
Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO)
format (both Freddie and Fannie versions) to replace the old format.
Additionally, FHLBI wanted to improve the customer experience,
increase performance of acquiring loans from member banks and
prepare for compliance reporting. CC Pace performed analysis and
provided efficient scalable solutions to solve the problems with
future hurdles in mind.

You see Problems. We see Soluions.

Situation
FHLBI wanted to transform the current LAS to improve the customer experience for
their member banks by improving performance and adopting industry
standards.
Specific goals included:
• Standardize loan intake from member banks with the new MISMO
compliance format
• Collect additional fields that are required for FFIEC-compliant Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) reporting
• Transform current business rules to handle the new MISMO fields during
loan acquisition process for all member banks
• Scale to handle thousands of loans when the members run compliance
checks prior to loan delivery
• Improve coding standards and performance of the loan acquisition process
• Re-design the loan acquisition process to make it more intuitive and flexible

Solution
•
•
•
•
•

Created a system workflow diagram of the loan acquisition process to
identify potential areas to refactor and improve design
Integrated third-party software to offload MISMO transformation to an
API-based service
Incorporated automated regression tests to improve code quality
Analyzed business rules for new HMDA fields and incorporated into LAS
rules engine
Re-build Loan Compliance Checker module to scale any number of loan
requests in parallel, using batch processing

Results

The upgraded LAS system met all the goals and positioned FHLBI to take on new
customers, purchase more loans, and increase opportunities for revenue growth
•
•
•

Project completed on-time with minimal issues
FHLBI appreciated the smooth process and team collaboration
CC Pace’s remote team concept was a new experience for FHLBI and
we exceeded their expectations, building a professional partnership for
future engagements

Agile at FHLBI

To achieve the business goals and deliver a high-quality product, we used an Agile/
Scrum methodology and DevOps approach.
Success factors included:
Action

Benefit

Held initial stakeholder meeting to set expectations,
goals, objectives and a timeline

Created common understanding of the project
drivers and what would make it a success

Collaborated frequently with the product team in
order to understand business requirements

Helped the team understand firsthand what
problem the customer was trying to solve

Held bi-weekly backlog grooming sessions to
determine the priority of outstanding stories

Allowed the team to respond to changing business
priorities

Held bi-weekly planning sessions to negotiate feature
scope with the business stakeholders

Worked as a team to determine the best solution
based on quality, cost and time constraints

Automated integration tests to maintain code quality

Gave courage to make code changes because of
automated regression tests

Automated DevOps pipeline to deploy the latest code
to quality assurance (QA) team at scheduled intervals

Reduced delays for QA to verify features and
promote to production-ready status

Collaborated with Ops team to monitor performance

Created holistic, team-based approach to solving
complex infrastructure issues

About FHLBI
The Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis (FHLBI)
is one of 11 independent regional cooperative banks
across the U.S. FHLBI is privately capitalized and
owned by their member banks, credit unions, community development financial
institutions (CDFIs), and insurers across Indiana and Michigan. As a cooperative,
FHLBI passes their borrowing benefits in the global debt markets on to their
members in the form of lower borrowing costs, which are subsequently passed on
to consumers, businesses and communities.

About CC Pace

CC Pace is a business and technology consulting firm
headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia. For over 35 years
CC Pace has built its reputation on an unwavering
commitment to customer satisfaction and is nationally
recognized for solving business problems and delivering high impact results.
CC Pace specializes in the mortgage banking and financial services industries
and our clients appreciate that we have a deep understanding of their
business. Our domain experience allows us to design solutions to not only
meet their needs, but achieve both measurable bottom-line results and
significantly improve business execution.

